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One goal of the semiconductor industry is to achieve smaller-size chips and 

circuitry. One way of achieving that is to, instead of achieving connections on 

PCB [19] (Printed Circuit Board) between packaged chips, allow die-to-die or 

wafer-to-wafer direct bonding. The advanced packaging technology named wafer 

bumping or wafer-level packaging (WLP)[20] is exactly that: it could reduce 

device size, improve their performance and manufacturability, and ultimately 

reduce cost. 

Alongside the development of the WLP technology is a demand for improved 

process control as well as quality assurance. In particular, wafer-to-wafer bond-

ing requires solder bumps to be first established at corresponding positions of 

both wafers, just like in the case of PCBs. However, because of the much re-

duced size of the circuitry in wafers or dies in comparison with that of PCBs, the 

wafer bumps are of much smaller size, typically with a diameter of only tens of 

microns. Bumps of such size are difficult to have their 3D shape reconstructed 

with enough accuracy, yet even tiny errors on their heights and so on will be 

a hazard to the bonding process. Because of the minute size of the bumps, 

visual inspection technologies widely used for PCB bumps are not applicable. 

3D inspection of wafer bumps is a bottleneck to the WLP technology. 

One particular and important inspection needed in WLP is to check whether 

all the bumps on a wafer are of the same and specified height, so as to prevent 
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too strong or too loose contact of a few bumps in the bonding process. There 

have been a few methods developed for it, but they all require explicit 3D 

reconstruction which is an expensive process especially for dimensions of such 

a miniature scale. 

In this thesis, we introduce a novel methodology that could inspect the 

heights of the wafer bumps without conducting explicit 3D reconstruction. The 

methodology incorporates the reflective nature of solder bumps, a transformed 

version of the stereo vision concept, appropriate illumination and positioning 

of cameras, the SVD [31] (Singular Value Decomposition) tool, and a 3 by 3 

measurement matrix we call Biplanax Disparity Matrix that could summarize 

the global information about the heights of the wafer bumps. Experimental 

results with synthetic and real data show that the methodology could give 

promising results. 
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摘要： 

利用非三位重建方法对晶片上触点的三维检测 

哲学硕士学位申请人：赵阳 

香港中文大学 

自动化与计算机辅助工程 

二零零四年七月 

在半导体工业中，我们不断追求尽可能的生产出尺寸小的芯片与电路板。除了使用 

印刷电路板外，我们还有一个途径就是利用模板与模板、芯片与芯片的直接连接。 

一种现代化的集成技术，被称为晶片触点连接，或者叫做晶片级集成就是如此。这 

种继承方法可以缩小产品的尺寸，提髙产品的工作效果，最终节省投资。 

随着优化过程控制技术以及产品质量可靠性的发展与提高，晶片级集成技术的开发 

势在必行。尤其是，晶片与晶片的可靠连接，需要以晶片上突起触点的正确的三维 

位置为基础，正如印刷电路板的原理一样。然而，由于晶片为了适应印刷电路板尺 

寸的日益减小而缩小尺寸，实际上，通用的晶片上的突起的直径只有几十个微米。 

由于被检测的尺寸如此之小，传统上用来检测印刷电路板的三维重建的方法是很难 

用在晶片触点的检测上的。因此，晶片凸起的三维检测造成了阻碍晶片级集成工业 

发展的瓶颈。 

在晶片级集成电路生产过程中，一项最重要的指标就是提前检测晶片上凸起触点的 

高度是不是标准的髙度，这样可以阻止在集成过程中，高度过低或者过高的触点 

影响整个电路的连接。事实上，目前已经有一些检测的方法被工业界应用，但是这 

些方法都需要完整的三维重建，这个过程既繁杂，又耗费时间与金钱。 



在这篇论文里，我们提出了一种新的检测方法，这种发放不需要完整的三维重建也 

能过实现对微米级晶片凸起的检测。我们的方法理论结合了晶片凸起的反射性 

质，也同时利用了立体视觉概念的变形，以及合适的照明装置，和恰当的相机的位 

置，我们还利用了奇异阵分解等工具，综合提出了一个3乘3的矩阵，叫做双平面 

间差异矩阵，作为新的度量触点高度的标准。实验结果与仿真试验都证明，我们的 

方法有着很大的开发价值，和美好的前景。 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The goal of modern semiconductor design is to achieve shorter electron 

pathways for increased speed, power and total device functionality. Advanced 

packaging technology, such as wafer bumping and wafer-level packaging, 

is a critical area in semiconductor manufacturing. It can improve device 

performance and manufacturability, and ultimately reduce cost. Ongoing 

developments in wafer scale technology continue to address these goals while 

maintaining or decreasing device size. During the process of packaging, to get 

the wafer-wafer connection effective and efficient, all the bumps on the wafer 

are required to have the same specific height. Whose height is too low or too 

high will damage the whole board into invalid, and should be examined out. 

1.1 Objectives of the Thesis 

Traditional methods, such as laser scan, confocal, moire interferometery, and 

traditional stereo vision, all of which require the use of moving parts, stringent 

light projection system, and exact mirror and lenses for scanning and focusing 

which are all costly. However, in many applications, detailed 3D shape profile 

of the target surfaces which is the bump surfaces in the case of wafer inspection 

is not needed. What is needed is to measure whether the bump heights on the 

whole meet the specifications or not, as well as to identify the individual bumps 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

that are too tall or too short. This work aims at coming up with a system that 

does just that, requires an integrated study of an innovative approach in the 

lighting, optics and image processing that is suitable for development in the 

academic environment without going through explicit 3D reconstruction and 

thus save operation speed and hardware cost of the whole system. 

1.2 Wafer bumping inspection by using Bipla-

nar Disparity approach 

In this thesis, we propose a new approach called Biplanar Disparity measure-

ment. This approach mainly concerns on measuring the change of norm of the 

Biplanar Disparity matrix, thus measuring the change of bump's height. Be-

cause the bumps' height is the only criterion of examining whether some bumps 

are golden or defects. The imaging system is shown in the below Fig. 1.1: 

Red camera and red parallel lighting are all perpendicular to the wafer work-

ing plane, while blue camera and blue parallel lighting are symmetrically placed 

with the red lighting angle bisector. Then, in the image from blue camera, we 

only concern on the blue point caused by the blue lighting, similarly, in the 

image from the red camera, we only concern on the red point caused by the red 

lighting. In the two correspondening[ 15] images, the red point and blue point 

are the same point in 3D-the peak point of the bump. So, they can form a pair 

of correspondence points. And the Homography matrix computed from these 

points is about every peak plane formed by the peak points of the bumps on 

the specimen wafer. 

With some constraints, we can respectively find some other points in the two 

images correspondingly and in 3D on the substrate, which can be computed to 

get the Homography matrix about the substrate. Using these two Homogra-

phies, we induce a new variant- the Biplanar Disparity matrix D. 

2 
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Figure 1.1: imaging set up for Biplanar Disparity Measurement 

D's expression is: ^ 

D = (1.1) 
a a 

Obviously from the expression, D is related only to both of the Homographies 

about the bumps' peak plane and the bottom plane. So, the Biplanar Disparity 

matrix represents the difference between the two planes which indicates the 

bumps' height. The assumption for this approach is that most of the bumps 

on the specimen wafer are coplanar, those bumps which have quite different 

height will be got rid of before the Homography-estimation[ 16] loop knot. And 

this is also true in the actual wafer bump inspection industry. 

3 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Firstly, before detailed examination of the Biplanar Disparity Measurement 

method, the concept of wafer bump and some previous work will be introduced 

in Chapter2. The final model presenting the Biplanar Disparity methodology 

is based on an initiative one-camera model[61] which is also derived from the 

Homography principle of stereo vision. Its performance will be evaluated by 

some simulation results in Chapters. 

Since our focus is in the sensitivity of Biplanar Disparity matrix D with respect 

to the change of bump height, the effect of height change of bumps imposed 

on the norm change of Biplanar Disparity matrix will be studied thoroughly 

in Chapter4. Extensive simulations have been conducted to investigate the 

sensitivity of the Biplanar Disparity matrix. 

In Chapters, a set of simulation experiments has been designed to validate the 

effectiveness of the proposed Biplanar Disparity measurement approach. Both 

theoretical analysis and real data experiment results will be shown. It will be 

found that the Biplanar Disparity matrix D works very well for detecting the 

change in wafer bump height. 

Finally, conclusions will be made and future research directions are suggested. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

2.1 What is wafer bump? 

The goal of modern semiconductor design is to achieve shorter electron pathways 

for increased speed, power and total device functionality. Advanced packaging 

technology, such as wafer bumping and wafer-level packaging, is a critical area 

in semiconductor manufacturing. It can improve device performance and man-

ufacturability, and ultimately reduce cost. Ongoing developments in wafer scale 

technology continue to address these goals while maintaining or decreasing de-

vice size. The Fig.2.1 can simply describe nowadays the product process of 

wafer bumping technologies. 

After this industrial process, the bumps on the die are almost finished. In the 

real world inspection process, the bumps on the wafer needed to be inspected 

are mostly like this kind shown below, called ball grid array (BGA). 

Fig.2.2 shows the stereo image of BGA bumps [42]under microscope. Generally 

speaking, the top of the bumps is the connection in the wafer level packaging 

industry. 

Despite recent industry downturn,the market for wafer-level packaging is pre-

dicted to rise significantly in the coming few years. Alongside the development 

of this technology is a demand for improved process control and quality as-

surance. Automated machine vision inspection is frequently needed for such 
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Chapter 2. Background 

purpose. 
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Figure 2.1: procedure of making wafer bumps 

2.1.1 Common defects of wafer bump Typically, 2D inspection is needed for detection, review and classification of defects. There are also sustained advancements in the manufacturing process that demands better vision inspection algorithms to maintain high throughput 
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Chapter 2. Background 

^ H H d 

Figure 2.2: BGA bumps 

Figure 2.3: the 3D image of a real bump 

and accuracy. For wafer-level packaging, 3D metrology and inspection is also 

required. Critical measurements are height, diameter (for special bumps), 

length and width (for rectangular bumps), coplanarity and true position. 

Of all of these measurements, by far height and coplanarity are two key 

features. Bumped die whose I /O contact points fail to conform to strict height 

and coplanarity dimensional tolerance represent a potential electrical failure 

downstream. A profound bump height or coplanarity problem can cause 

a probe needle to break during the probing process resulting in a massive 

financial lost. 
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Figure 2.4: the configuration of a wafer-level packaging 

2 D defects 

Some defects, such as missing bumps or bridges between bumps, which are 

shown below, immediately affect the functionality of the final package. Other 

defects, such as bump malformation, bump misplacement and inter-bump sur-

face contamination and change in diameter of bumps will affect the product's 

long-term reliability. Typically, a C C D camera is used to collect images for 

these measurements and defect identification. The combination of dark field 

and bright field lighting is used to provide the correct illumination to high-

light the area or the feature of interest. Inspection methodologies covering 2D 

features are fairly standard whether they are for metrology or surface defects. 

Sometimes, people use image processing to extract the features, and with some 

signal processing traditional method to deal with the images, thus find these de-

fects. These methods do not require the bumps' three dimensional information, 

such as height, so we call these kinds of defects- 2D defects. 
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Chapter 2. Background 

H I I I ^ i i i ^ I J L 

Figure 2.5: bump malformation 

Figure 2.6: bump bridging 

3 D defects 

Prom Fig.2.1 we know that, during the process of wafer-level packaging produc-

tion, the main part is to realize the bump-bump connection. If the height of 

the bump can not meet the requirement, simply understood as not as the same 

height as the golden bump, that will lead to the whole wafer to be invalid. Thus, the inspection of height of bumps and coplanarity is a must before packaging. In this stage, the general 2D measurement can not get to the destination. We need 
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Chapter 2. Background 

Figure 2.7: bump misplacement 

to apply 3D measurement. However, 3D measurement methodology is some-

what less standard than 2D across the industry, as there are several techniques 

that are used to provide 3D measurements. Lasers, standard 2D optics with 

auto focus, and 2D optics along with intensity readings (confocal) are among 

the techniques used. The most important aspect in lOOpercent 3D inspection 

of bump height and coplanarity is the ability to simultaneously achieve high 

throughput and high accuracy. 

We need to measure the bump heights and examine if defects may occur with 

Coplanarity 

Seating Plane/ 

,, Best Fit Plane 

Figure 2.8: the 3D defects in solder bumps 

bumps that are too high or too low. This requires and integrated study of an 

innovative approach in the lighting, optics and image processing that is suitable 

10 
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for development in the academic environment. 

2.1.2 Literature review on exist wafer bump inspection 

method 

There are a number of companies developing 2D and 3D inspection machines 

for wafer level packaging. The dominant ones include August Technology in 

Minnesota, U.S.A., RVSI[50] in Massachusetts, U.S.A., and ICOS Vision Sys-

tems in Belgium. Each has introduced products in the wafer bump inspection 

market. 

Because of the rapid evolvement in the semiconductor manufacturing process, 

continuous R and D is necessary to improve the visual inspection mechanism, 

predominantly with speed and accuracy. Generally speaking, there are 4 

methods that have been used in Wafer Level Packaging industry: Laser Scan, 

Fast Moire Interferometry (FMI)[36], traditional stereo vision, and Confocal 

Microscopy. All four methods require the use of moving parts, stringent light 

projection system, and exact mirror and lenses for scanning and focusing which 

are all costly. 

August Technology, for example, uses a confocal sensor in their 3D system 

that compromises on speed in exchange for better accuracy. ICOS uses stereo 

imaging that does not yet give good 3D profile information. RVSI has better 

3D measurement techniques but not as good defect detection and classification. 

Laser scan system 

This technique relies on sensors to measure light reflected off a target onto either 

a pixelized array detector or a position-sensing detector[37]. The laser diode for 

the sensor projects a beam of light onto the target. The light-sensitive detector 

built into the sensor receives some of the reflected light and records the position 

of the reflected beam, along with a measurement of height. As the target (or 

the sensor) moves to another image point on the component, the position of the 

reflected light beam changes, and new data (height and position) are recorded 
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as a delta from the previous position. 

The technology is somewhat limited for in-tray inspection, because the compo-

nents need to be perfectly aligned for the laser beam to properly inspect them. 

The laser also scans only the areas of the component directly in-line with the 

path. Those areas between the laser path assume a comparable surface, which 

can lead to missed defects. Then too, laser triangulation measures only height 

(Z axis), and must be combined with an X-Y mechanism to obtain 3D or 2D 

data. As the target or sensor moves, the spinning mirrors and precision drives 

represent a complex system that can be adversely affected by mechanical wear 

and other problems. 

Finally, the most limiting aspect of laser technology (in addition to speed) is 

undoubtedly spot size, the diameter of the "spot" made by the laser at the point 

of contact. If the diameter, for instance, is 30 microns, then the system cannot 

detect lateral features less than 30 microns. Such a limitation is acceptable 

for EGAs, but not so for smaller components, such as micro BGAs[52] and flip 

chips. Lasers[48] are also subject to the "speckle" effect (noise or interference 

in the image produced by scattering of the reflected beam). 

The principle of laser scan[43] [46] can be seen in figure Fig.2.9. The laser offered 

in this method is like a plane scanning from one side of the bump to the other. 

During this process, there is camera placed perpendicular to the substrate of the 

wafer grabbing several images. The more the pictures the camera grabbed, the 

more information we will get from the images. With these images, the bumps' 

3-D information can be got. 

Moire interferometry 

This technology has been employed for many years in 3D profiling of difficult-

to-measure parts in various industries other than electronics (e.g., automotive, 

aeronautics, and manufacturing equipment) [51]. The procedure entails: Illu-

minating a bump with a moire light pattern created by projecting a laser or 
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Figure 2.9: the principle of laser scan system 

white light beam through a grid and capturing the resulting image with a C C D 

(charge coupled device) camera. Moving the light pattern a few microns and 

capturing another image. Repeat the process for a third time. In each case, 

light intensity and position readings are measured and processed by software to 

achieve a profile of the target object. In recent years, a few companies have tried 

to develop a Moire Iriterferometry inspection [50] tool for the electronics manu-

facturing environment, but have encountered several challenges. One company 

uses a scanning process, which requires that the component be conveyed in a 

tray or on tape beneath the camera and laser system, thereby limiting inspec-

tion throughput. Scanning speed is said to be 125mm per second. 
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Figure 2.10: the configuration of moire interferometry inspection system 

Fast Moire Interferometry (FMI) 

FMI [40] (fast moire interferometry) is an evolution of the basic moire technol-

ogy; and as such, it raises moire interferometry to a level where the process is 

clearly superior to other techniques for inspecting bumped packages. The result 

is three times the inspection speed of existing moire interferometry systems. 

Fig.2.10 depicts the configuration for FMI. 

The features and performance characteristics of FMI inspection[51] technology 

can be summarized as follows: 

FMI uses a single CCD camera, combined with a projector that diffuses a white 

light pattern on the component or tray of components being inspected through 

a grating mounted in the projection assembly. The light source provides an 

intense beam using an optical fiber coupled with an aspherical lens located 

between the light source and the grating. A grating of light is thus projected 
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onto the component, following the Z-topography of the surface. 

The color CCD camera is situated directly above the component at a 90 degree 

angle to the platform, while the projector is fixed at a 30 degree angle. (The 

camera and the projector are mounted on the same gantry system.) The 

high-resolution camera captures the image of the grating projection on the 

component, and converts the pixel data into digital output. 

The system captures an entire field of view; therefore, no scanning is required. 

In fact, the field of view can be scaled up to encompass multiple components 

simultaneously. Data is thus acquired faster than with any other system on the 

market. 

Unique to FMI is the fact that the grating, which creates the moire pattern 

on the target, is moved sequentially four times with high precision. As the 

grating moves, four different images are recorded, along with multiple levels of 

intensity. Algorithm software then converts the data into 3D and 2D images 

simultaneously. 

FMI incorporates a proprietary methodology-volume pixel acquisition 

K E n 
i m n 

Figure 2.11: 3D Z-topography of bare die showing a bump defect 

(VPA)[44]-which captures X and Y, as well as Z data for each pixel Fig.2.12. 

Superior X - Y platform control is achieved through the use servo motors and 

encoders. The 2D x-y data depicts such conditions as the presence/absence of 

bumps, proper fiducial alignment, correct component markings and so on. The 
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captured X，Y, and Z data results in a "pass" or "fail" indication by the system 

FMI systems can inspect individual components or multiple components in a 

tray. When required, a magnetic transfer table is used to move the packages 

from the tray to the work area. 

Using VPA, the volume of solder bumps and balls can be determined. FMI 

technology can also be employed to inspect the quality of the mold encapsulat-

ing both leaded and area array devices and packages. 

While area array components seldom require interconnect diameters under 

10 mils (0.010 in.), FMI systems can inspect bumps and balls as small as 40 

microns in height. 

Fast moire inspection equipment is available today as fully automated, 

Figure 2.12: Volume pixel acquisition (VPA) methodology captures X , Y and 

Z data for each pixel. 

programmable in-line systems for 3D and 2D inspection and as semi-automated 

batch systems for off-line process verification and product development. The 

equipment can also be designed as a module to be incorporated within other 

production equipment, such as a system that places solder balls on EGAs (ball 

grid arrays) or flip chips. The module would enable automatic inspection of 

the existence and linear placement of the balls, as well as ball height, volume, 

and substrate warpage. 
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In addition to packaging, FMI technology offers particular advantages in the 3D 

inspection of various electronic components, given the superior processing speed 

and the sub-micron precision achieved. Other applications include inspection of 

solder paste after stencil printing of circuit boards and inspection of wafer-level 

packages[17], namely solder bumps on 200mm and 300mm wafers. In the case 

of both solder paste and wafer bumps, FMI enables in-line line inspection 

without degrading throughput, though off-line batch inspection would be pos-

sible as well, depending on the line set-up and requirements of the manufacturer. 

Stereo vision 

Stereo vision [1],[2] employs two cameras, each positioned with a different line 

of sight to the object being imaged (a solder ball for instance). The effect 

is somewhat similar to human binocular vision - in other words, the eyes of 

Human Beings - in viewing the interconnection. The intersecting lines of sight 

to any point on the object are "matched" [5] and measured on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis to construct a map. Algorithms are then created to produce a 3D image 

that can be viewed from virtual or imaginary camera angles. 

Stereo vision has significant limitations, one being that the calibration required 

between the two cameras is tedious. While stereo inspection systems can 

adjust for component size, the technology cannot easily accommodate free-form 

surfaces (flat surfaces with no edges for reference), and the shape of the 

component must be determined prior to the inspection process. Also, the 

requirement that one of the two cameras be fixed at a specific angle restricts 

the inspection region and presents difficulty in inspecting the entire component. 

In effect, when inspecting a solder ball, stereo vision results in only a single 

data point. So, if we want to know the 3-D profile of a wafer/Die, we need to 

reconstruct the three dimensional configuration of every single bump point by 

point explicitly. The principle can refer to the Fig.2.13 below. 
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If there are enough correspondence points (at least four pairs) on image I and 

p/ 、v， 

Figure 2.13: Depth Recovery Triangulation 

image II，we can get the 3-D information of point P in the world coordinate 

plane. 

Confocal 

The process is based on producing a linearly polarized beam using a laser, the 

beam being transmitted through various optical elements mirrors, lenses, beam 

splitter, in hole plate, etc. - where it impinges a target, such as a solder bump, 

at a specific and minute location. (The beam at the impingement point on 

the target is about a micron in diameter.) The beam is then reflected back, 

filtered to produce a high signal-to-noise ratio, and passed through the beam 

splitter[44], where it is deflected at right angles to the path of the transmitted 

beam and is directed by a turning mirror to a photo detector. The photo detec-

tor converts the amount of light into digital output to a computer. The image 

composed from the various impingement points on the target is subsequently 

displayed on the computer monitor. 
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The method measures the amount of light reflecting directly off the top of any 

feature on a wafer surface. It correlates the light intensity with the vertical posi-

tion of the sensor through a relationship defined by the confocal optics. Actual 

feature height is calculated by comparing the relative height of the feature to a 

reference surface selected by the user. The confocal method uses a continuous 

scanning motion to capture feature height data and its speed is independent of 

the number of bumps on die or on a wafer. 

The problem with confocal imaging equipment, besides the high capital ex-

Delector 
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Figure 2.14: Principle of confocal system 

pense, is the extreme degree of alignment that must be maintained in terms 

of the optics (mirrors, lenses, etc.). Vibration and shock, even through normal 

conveyor movement, can disturb the alignment and provide erroneous data. 

Setup time can also be lengthy. In addition, throughput is a major issue. Since 

confocal [23], [30], imaging is conducted at several Z-locations (at least 5 to 7 
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layers), inspection speed is greatly reduced. As a result, a sampling alternative 

is suggested instead of 100 percent inspection of the entire part. 

In a word, all four methods require the use of moving parts, stringent light 

projection system, and exact mirror and lenses for scanning and focusing which 

are all costly. However, in many applications, detailed 3D shape profile of the 

target surfaces (the bump surfaces in the case of wafer inspection) is not needed. 

What is needed is to measure whether the bump heights on the whole meet the 

specifications or not, as well as to identify the individual bumps that are too 

tall or too short. This work aims at coming up with a system that does just 

that, requires an integrated study of an innovative approach in the lighting, 

optics and image processing that is suitable for development in the academic 

environment without going through explicit 3D reconstruction and thus saving 

operation speed and hardware cost of the whole system. 
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Figure 2.15: confocal measurement used by August Ltd. 
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Chapter 3 

Model 1: the one camera 

model-Homography approach 

3.1 The introduction of the theoretical base of 

model 1 

In the traditional stereo vision approach, there are unsolved shortcomings. 

During the inspection for a specific part of a wafer or a die, each time, we 

need to take at least two pictures from different view point in order to know 

and get the information for the 3-D information of every single point of the 

bump surface, which is determined by the stereo vision conception. However, 

sometimes we needn't to know so much information, in some inspection 

industrial, we just need to know whether the height of the bump meet the 

requirement or not, thus reject the wafer or accept it. In this model, we name 

it the Homgraphy approach, because we make full use the information the 

“Homography" matrix that tells us. 

3.1.1 The objective of model 1 

1) Coplanarity Check and Bad Bump Detection: Assuming MOST bumps are 

of the DESIRABLE HEIGHT, find the plane that contains most of the bump 
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peaks (or a surface point near the peak), and locate bumps that are outliers to 

the coplanarity condition (i.e., their heights (in the direction orthogonal to the 

wafer plane) deviate TOO MUCH (thus need a threshold of some sort) from 

the desired height). 

2) Bump Shape Examination: check the above condition for a few (not just 

one) sample points near the peak of each bump. 

3) Detect the extreme case that most bumps are coplanar but NOT of the 

desirable height. 

3.1.2 Desires 

1) Use of light reflections from wafer bumps themselves, not additional markers 

on wafer, for image registration, so as to avoid introducing additional uncer-

tainty to the problem. 

2) Parallel operation to examine multiple bumps at the same time (so as to be 

fast). 

3) Less moving parts (so as to be fast, to reduce positioning uncertainty or the 

need of high-cost positioning stage, and to reduce the need of frequent position-

ing calibration that would require the inspection system to be paused). 

4) Simplicity (so as to reduce regular calibration effort). 

3.1.3 Some background knowledge on Homography 

Homography is an image-to-image mapping induced by a planar surface in 3D: 

for all corresponding image positions {ui,Vi) and that are projected from 

the same plane, 

(3.1) 

where H is a 3 x 3 matrix called Homography that is associated with that plane, 

and is equality up to an arbitrary scale. 

According to Fig.2.13, for example, the big "P" there is a point in 3 dimensional 

world-coordinate. We take two pictures at it from different view points and get 

the two images I and II. Little p and p，are big P's projection points respectively. 
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The relationship of little p and p' there can be calculated from equation 

p ^ Hp' (3.2) 

where the Homography H is only related to the big P's 3D position in the world-

coordinate. In the figure, "R" means the rotation and "t" means the translation 

between the two cameras. "R" can be represented into a 3 x 3 matrix which is 

related to the rotation angles apj around axis xyz ； and "t" can be represented 

as a 3 X 1 matrix, whose elements are the translation vector along axis xyz. 

Suppose there is a way to let the peaks of all the bumps in a wafer (or die) 

cast bright and identifiable points in an image that is pictured as the locally-

brightest point in the image, by the use of parallel illumination and imaging at 

a particular viewing angle (Fig.3.1). 

Let the plane that contains all these bump peaks in 3D be 

px + qy + cz = l (3.3) 

where (x, y,么)is referenced with respect to the camera coordinate frame, and z 

is not equal to 0. Suppose a reference wafer whose bumps are all of desirable 

heights and the surface of the bumps are all uncontaminated, is available 

for any specimen wafer to be checked against. The reference wafer could be 

pictured in the above configuration, and we call the image so acquired the 

reference image. We call the image of the specimen wafer under the same 

configuration the specimen image. In the simplest case where there is only 

one single light source, both the reference image and the specimen image are a 

distribution of locally brightest image points. 

In this way, the bright points on the reference wafer and those on the specimen 

wafer will cast two separate images under the same imaging setting as in 

Fig.3.1. With the bump peaks identifiable as {ui,Vi) and {u[,v'j) in the two 

images respectively, a number of correspondences {{ui,vi):(ui,v-), i=l,2，3...’n, 

n > 4) across the two images could be established, where n is the number of 

the bright peaks in the images. The Homography H that maps the positions of 

the distinct points from one image to the other could then be estimated from 

such correspondences. This Homography H would be the identity matrix if the 
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specimen wafer has the overall wafer position in 3D, all the bump positions, 

and all the bump heights exactly the same as those of the reference wafer. 

At the same time, the Homography H will not be the identity matrix if the 

geometric parameters of the specimen wafer deviate from the reference values. 

The more the geometric parameters of the specimen wafer deviate from the 

reference values, the more the Homography H would deviate from the identity 

matrix. In this sense, the Homography H could be a good indicator about the 

quality of the specimen wafer. 

3.2 Model 1- ”Pseudo Homography" Approach 

3.2.1 The description of the configuration of model 1 

The configuration of the model is shown in Fig.3.1. The parallel lighting 

m ^ ^ ^ Parallel lighting 

1111 
The bright point very \ \ \ \ i i i f 

much near the oeak \ \ \ \ 
Bump \ • 

Figure 3.1: the configuration of model 1 

leaves visible bright points on the area very close to the peaks of the bumps. 

In the camera,the image mainly concerns about these bright points. At the 

beginning of each inspection, feed in a golden wafer in the direction of the x 

axis as is shown in Fig.3.1. Use this image to be the reference image. Secondly, 
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feed in the wafers for inspection one by one all along the x axis direction. 

And each time, take one picture at the wafer with the camera. We call such 

images new-inspecting images. The workbench is on the x-y plane which is 

perpendicular to the camera above. 

3.2.2 The condition of pseudo Homography 

The global change of the bright points 

For most cases, the precision of the feed-in system is not high enough because 

of the inherent mechanism system error. So, each time, on the workbench, 

the specimen wafers for inspection are not at the exact position as the golden 

(reference) wafer, they will probably have some slightly translation along 

the X and y axis and rotation around the z axis. And correspondingly, each 

time, taken from the camera, the specimen images must have some slightly 

differences from the reference image. Under such circumstances, though the 

new-inspecting images are not the same as the reference image, we still can 

not just reject it, for all the differences are all caused by the exterior reasons, 

neither by the change of the height of the bumps, nor by the layout of the 

bumps on the wafer. We also find that these changes happen globally on every 

single bump at the same time. 

The individual change of the bight points 

However, under other circumstances, we need to ring the alarm, when the 

differences between the specimen images and the reference image are caused 

by some original reasons from the bumps themselves, for example, the height 

changes or the layout changes of the bumps. This kind of change has two 

instances: one is that when there is bump height change, the peak positions of 

the bumps will have some translation along the z axis; the other is that when 

there is some misplacement of some individual bumps, the correspondence 
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bright points will change their position in the new-inspecting image individu-

ally. These two circs will both cause the individual bright point changes in the 

specimen images. 

Additionally, from the experiences in the real-world inspection industry, we 

find that both the global change and the individual change always happen 

together, but these changes will not induce any significant differences in the 

specimen images. Therefore, from the images we know that, for different wafer 

to be inspected, images are quite alike, and much close to the reference image. 

3.2.3 The formation of pseudo Homgraphy H 

While, the only information we have are the series of 2D images from the spec-

imen wafers. In the specimen images, we can only get information from those 

identifiable bright points. Then, how can we make use of these points to get to 

know the 3D information of the bumps' peaks because we have only one single 

image for each new-inspecting wafer? If we use the traditional stereo vision 

method, that will lead to impossible answer. 

In stereo vision, if we want to reconstruct the 3D position from 2D views, we 

need to know some pairs of correspondence. Base on the condition mentioned in 

the last subsection, we can think about solving the problem inversely. Though 

the reference image and the specimen images are very near, we can assume that 

they just come from one object indeed, in this article, the "same wafer". With 

respect to model I，in the whole process of the wafer bumping inspection, the 

camera is fixed, only the object is changing from the reference golden wafer to 

every wafer to be inspected one by one. We can reverse the process to the con-

trary, that the object-the wafer- is settled, and camera is having some slightly 

rotation and translation to the same extend as the original motion of the feed 

in wafer for every time inspection. 

In terms of visual data, a single camera observing a moving object is equivalent 

to a “counter-moving" camera observing a stationary object. The details about 

how the equivalent "counter-motion" of camera related to the object motion 
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can be shown in the following figures. [2] [3 

From the configuration of a moving object: 

g2T = g T g ^ T (3.4) 

Prom the configuration of a moving camera: 

g ' T = g 卞 i g T (3.5) 

Relative Transformation Equality: 

g ' T = (3.6) 

Thus Camera lYansformation equivalent to Object Transformation is: 

g ? T = g T ( g ; T - i ) g T _ i (3.7) 

On visual < lata 

^̂ 錢 X ^ z 
Figure 3.2: a single camera observing a moving object is equivalent to a 

“counter-moving" camera observing a stationary object 

Thus, in model I, we can also have pairs of correspondence points. The pair 

of correspondence is established between the reference image and the every 

specimen image. 
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• I On visual lata 'crp 

Figure 3.3: detail of the “ counter-moving" camera observing a stationary object 

O n Camera Transformation equivalent to the Wafer Transformation 

In terms of the visual data acquirable, a wafer transformation R_o, t_o imaged 

under a fixed camera is equivalent to a counter- camera transformation 

( i L C , t.C) imaging a stationary wafer. The equivalent camera transformation 

{R.C, t.C) could be determined from the wafer transformation R_o, t_o but 

the expression also involves the camera-to-reference-wafer transformation 

{R.Co, tJCo). Notice that the camera-to-reference-wafer transformation and 

the camera-to-specimen-wafer transformation could be assumed equal, since 

the distance between the camera and the wafer is much larger than the 

magnitude of the transformation between the reference wafer and specimen 

wafer; we could just name the camera-to-reference-wafer transformation[4] as 

the camera-to-wafer transformation for simplicity. 

On the values of the Wafer IVansformation and the equivalent Camera 

Transformation: Notice that since the wafer transformation is small, assuming 

that a highly repeatable positioning stage is used to position the wafers, R_o, t_o 
/ r "I r " 1 � 

1 0 0 0 

is close to 0 1 0 , 0 . With this fact, certain approximation could 

0 0 1 0 
V L. - J \m» J y 
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thus be applied to various stages of the solution for the entire problem. (How-

ever, caution must be taken NOT to assume that (R-C, t.C) is also close to 

1 0 0 0 1 
� 0 1 0 , 0 >, since there is [K.Co, t.Co) which is of great magni-

0 0 1 0 V L. J L J / 
广� � n � 

1 0 0 0 
tude to magnify any small deviation of R_o, t_o from < 0 1 0 , 0 

0 0 1 0 

In Fig.3.4，bright points changes come only from the mechanism system errors, 

which cause the bright points on the specimen image to have some rotation 

and translation. Then the Homgraphy H calculated from these pairs of cor-

respondence is only related to the so called rotation and translation [12] from 

the assumed two cameras. In Fig.3.5, there are only a few individual changes 

(a) The reference image 

(b) New-inspecting image with Rotation and translation 

Figure 3.4: the formation of pseiido Homography 

of the bright points in the specimen image. To calculate the Homography H, 

we first need to apply Singular Value Decomposition and Robust Estimation 

(please refer to the subsection 3.3: SVD and Robust Estimation) to identify 
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the outliers. After picking out the outliers, the left bright points have the same 

occupations in the image, the Homgraphy H will be an identity matrix. 

In Fig.3.6，bright points changes in the new-inspecting image are found be-

(a) The reference image 

(c) New-inspecting image with individual point misplacement 

Individual 

misDlacement 

Figure 3.5: the formation of pseudo Homography 

cause of some individual shift on some of the specific bumps' height. The dealing 

method can be the same as that for the last case (as shown in Fig.3.5), first 

pick out the outlier by using SVD and Robust Estimation and then estimate 

the Homography H. 

The last possible case that can cause the global change in bright points in 

the new-inspecting image is shown in Fig.3.7’ which is about the global height 

change of the wafer bumps. This case may happen when the manufacturing 

process (the process of making wafer bumps) has some misapplication on the 

bumps parameter. The Homgraphy H calculated from these pairs of correspon-

dence will show the information about the height of the bumps to be inspected 

against those golden ones. 
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In the real inspection process, the above four instances are not separated[47. 

They always happen simultaneously, but in different and unexpected propor-

tions. Our job is just to find out how much possibility each case happened only 

from the Homography H we can get and draw the conclusion about whether or 

not these bumps are praxjticable for the future packaging process. 

(a) The reference image 

(d) New-inspecting image with individual height changes 

‘ The translation of bright point caused 

by individual bump height change 

Figure 3.6: the formation of pseudo Homography 
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(a) The reference image 

‘ I 
I 

f 

(e) Global height change caused the change of bright point 

Figure 3.7: the formation of pseudo Homography 

3.3 Methodology of treatment of the answer 

set 

3.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition-SVD 

In the former section.3.2.3, we mentioned the "Singular Value Decomposition" 

in dealing with the correspondence points between the reference golden image 

and the specimen image to find the Pseudo Homgraphy H among all the 

correspondence points. The singular value decomposition (SVD)is a powerful 

technique in many matrix computations and analyses. Using the SVD of a 

matrix in computations, rather than the original matrix has the advantage 

of being more robust to numerical error. Additionally the SVD exposes 

the geometric structure of a matrix, an important aspect of many matrix 

calculations. A matrix can be described as a transformation from one vector 

space to another. The components of the SVD quantify the resulting change 

between the underlying geometry of those vector spaces. 

The SVD is employed in a variety of applications, from least squares problems 
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to solving systems of linear equations. Each of these applications exploits key 

properties of the SVD, its relation to the rank of a matrix and its ability to 

approximate matrices of a given rank. Many fundamental aspects of linear 

algebra rely on determining the rank of a matrix, making the SVD an important 

and widely used technique. 

3.3.2 The Robust Estimation 

The term "robust" was coined in statistics by G.E.P. Box in 1953. 

Various definitions of greater or lesser mathematical rigor are possible for 

• 

. 产 J 

Z — robust straight-line fit 

Figure 3.8: A distribution in two dimensions fitted to a straight line 

the term, but in general, referring to a statistical estimator[22], it means 

"insensitive to small departures from the idealized assumptions for which the 

estimator is optimized." [22][24], The word "small" can have two different 

interpretations, both important: either fractionally small departures for all 

data points, or else fractionally large departures for a small number of data 

points. It is the latter interpretation, leading to the notion of outlier points, 
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that is generally the most stressful for statistical procedures. 

Robust Estimation of the Global Mapping[65]: Homgraphy H (up to an 

arbitrary overall scale) could be estimated with four point correspondences. 

If there are many more than four point correspondences available, which is 

indeed the case here in wafer bump inspection, we could use robust estimation 

technique to estimate Homgraphy H. The procedure can is as follows: 

1) Get the least-squared-error solution of Homgraphy H from all point corre-

spondences; 

2) See which particular point correspondences deviate too much, for example, 

exceeding a certain threshold, from the Homgraphy H mapping just estimated, 

and label them as outliers[25]; 

3) Use the point correspondences that are not outliers to estimate Homgraphy 

H again through the least-square-error method, and find outliers again as those 

point correspondences that do not follow this newly estimated Homgraphy H; 

4) The above steps are iterated until the value of Homgraphy H and the set of 

point correspondences labeled as outliers become stable. 

5) The robust estimation[64] gives two sets of results: the Homgraphy H that 

is voted positively by the majority of the point correspondences, and the set of 

point correspondences that are outliers to this estimated Homgraphy H. Notice 

also that since bumps of undesirable heights have been labeled as outliers 

and excluded from the estimation of H in the robust estimation process, the 

deviation of the robust-estimated Homgraphy H from I3 is due only to the 

positioning-inaccuracy component of the camera transformation, not to the 

bump-height-inaccuracy component. In other words, bumps of undesirable 

heights do not play a role in the value of Homgraphy H that is obtained from 

the robust estimation[63] process. 
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3.3.3 Simulated experiment to test SVD[31] and Robust 

Estimation [24 

Here, to test the effectiveness of robust estimation and SVD to calculate the Ho-

mography H[8], we did some preliminary experiment by using some manmade 

Ping Pang balls. 

In the following experiment, there are two ping-pang balls' pictures at first, one 

is the reference image, the other is the specimen image. We assume that most 

of the bumps here are coplanar and only one is higher than the others, which is 

also reasonable in the inspection process. In real world industry, on a specimen 

wafer, most of the bumps are coplanar, only a few of them are higher or lower 

or contaminated. Coplanar here means that most of the peaks of the bumps 

can form a plane, we call this plane the specimen peak plane. On the refer-

ence wafer, the peaks can also form such a plane, which we call the reference 

peak plane. The specimen peak plane can be parallel to the substrate. If the 

specimen peak plane is higher than the reference peak plane, it means that the 

bumps' height on this specimen wafer is higher than that of the golden wafer, 

and vise versa. If the specimen peak plane has some angle against the substrate, 

it means that the specimen wafer is globally tilting, which is sometimes caused 

by the glue. In the industrial wafer bumping inspection, there is always some 

glue that adhibits the specimen wafer onto the feed in system. The glue may 

have some thickness. While, sometimes, the glue can not be made so perfect 

as a cuboid, maybe like a trapezoid. That is why the specimen peak plane will 

have some global tilting against the substrate. 

Our goal here is to find out the outlier one by using robust estimation, and 

calculate the Homography H for future analysis by using singular value decom-

position. 

Because the brightest points have the most intensity value, I can easily find the 

brightest peak points by the illumination. Using all the points to be the cor-

respondence points on the two pictures to calculate the Homography H matrix 

which is also very easy, but the matrix we got is not the ultimate one, because 

we count the outlier bump which is one-third higher than the others. 
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Because using the SVD of a matrix in computations rather than the original 

matrix has the advantage of being more robust to numerical error. So, doing 

the SVD at the Homography matrix we got, we can get three matrix- U, V and 

S[31]. The S matrix is about the singular values. 

Then, I deal with the S matrix. Some of the value is so small that I regard them 

as errors and ignore them. So, I do the robust estimation[66] to these values, 

concept of the median, and that of the square error, and name a threshold, if 

the answer is bigger than the threshold, we know this point is much different 

from the others, and in this way, we can find out and remove the very small 

singular value. And after doing that, the dimension of the matrix is cut down. 

Prom the new V matrix, we can find the optimized Homography H. Then, we 

use this new Homgraphy H matrix to make product with all the points including 

the point of the higher bump. And we cut off the product result that is much 

different from the others which is caused by the higher bump. 

The following pictures are the pictures before doing the SVD and robust esti-

mation, most of the balls are coplanar and only one is higher. 

The following ones are the results after doing robust estimation. The blue 

• • 

Figure 3.9: The reference image and the specimen image with an outlier 

cross shows the higher ball. 
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mm 
Figure 3.10: Pointing out the outlier by using robust estimation 

3.3.4 the measurement of the Homography matrix an-

swer set 

After above process, we can get the optimized Homography H[9], in this step, 

the outlier has already been cut out. The Homography H is about the majority 

coplanar[18] [45] peak points of the bumps on the specimen wafer. 

We have mentioned before about the glue between the feed in mechanism and 

the specimen wafer. Though the height of the bumps on the specimen wafer will 

be equal to that of the bumps on the reference wafer, because of the thickness 

of the glue, the specimen peak plane will also probably have some global tilting 

against the substrate, or higher/lower than the reference peak plane. 

Then, in order to avoid the misdiagnosis, (sentence the good wafer to be a bad 

one), we need to go on analyzing the Homgraphy H we got. We want to do the 

analysis from the matrix H and to see what the inherent relationship is between 

the changes in H and the changes of the specimen peak plane. 

The detail manipulation is like this: 

1) Feed in the reference wafer for the first time and get the reference image 
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around the peaks. 

2) Feed in the specimen wafer for the first time and record the first specimen 

image about the peaks of the bumps on the specimen wafer. 

3) Feed in the same specimen wafer for the second time, but give the wafer a 

slight Rotation around the z axis (refer to Fig.3.4 the configuration of model I), 

and some translation along x and y axis. 

4) Iterate step 3) with the same specimen wafer for more than 9 times, and 

every time give the wafer some rotation and translation, which is simulating 

the feed-in system mechanism error. Then, record all the Homography H and 

make it a group. 

5) Feed in the same specimen wafer, but this time give the wafer a slight trans-

lation along z axis and some little rotation around x and y axis (refer to Fig.3.4 

the configuration of model I), which means the height of the bumps will have 

some change, or the glue will have some influence on the wafer's global tilting. 

6) Iterate step 5), and record another group of Homography H. 

7) Use the following subspace separability measurement to measure these two 

groups of Homography matrix. Because the two groups of Homography H are 

caused by different reason, we will see whether the two groups of Homography 

H belong to two different subspaces, and how they separate from each other. 

Subspace Separability Measure 

In an n-D vector space, given two vector subspaces (of equal dimension m) 

A and B, we need a measure that describes how separable A and B are. 

The following representation for subspace is used. Subspaces A and B are 

' A f 1 [ Bf • 

represented by matrices A = : B = ; ，where AJs are 
m x n m x n 

the basis vectors of Subspace A, and Bj's are basis vectors[54] of Subspace B. 

Suppose A 门 5 is the subspace at the intersection[53] of A and B. If A and B 

are of dimension m, A 门 5 is of dimension (m-1). 

Then the subspace [54] a that is contained in A but orthogonal to A 门 B is 
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one-dimensional. The subspace b that is contained in B but orthogonal to 

乂 门 i s also one-dimensional. 

Suppose a and b are vectors of arbitrary nonzero magnitude in Subspaces a 

and b. A measure on how separable A and B could be: 

• ， ^ ) = l ^ e [ 0 , l ] I 0 exactlyoverlapping g) 
l|a|ll|b|| 1 orthogonal 

i k 

IT 

A n B ^ 

Figure 3.11: the separation of subspace 
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Steps of Arriving at the Separability[53] Measure are shown below: 

1. Get 
( m — l ) x n 

a) Get the matrix A ' that represents the orthogonal subspace A，of 
( n - m ) x n 

A: A ' = (A丄)T, where A丄 represents the Null space of A and could be 
( n — m ) x n 

determined from A A丄 = 0 
m x n n x ( n — m ) 

b) Similarly, get the matrix B ' that represents the orthogonal subspace B， 
( n - m ) x n 

of B. 

c) The subspace at the intersection of A and B is orthogonal to both A' 
( m - l ) x n 

and B'. could thus be determined as the orthogonal subspace of A' U B' 
( m - l ) x n 

r 1 / r 
A' A ' 

which could be represented by the matrix A n 5 = ， 
•R/ ^―V—^ "D/ 

. « 」 ( m 一 l ) x n \ L B 」 乂 

� A ' "I r A' 1 
where = 0 

B' B' 

2. Get ^a^ from A and a is in A but orthogonal to AnB. In other words, 

a is orthogonal to both A' and AnB. Thus a is in the orthogonal subspace of 
A! 

A'VJ{Ar\ B) which could be represented by the matrix . _ „ • Therefore, 

( m - l ) x n 

A' 
a could be determined from a r^ d a'^ = 0. 3. Similarly, get b from B 

n x l 
( T n - l ) x n 

and A n B . 
4. Separability Measure of Subspaces A and B is: 

f 

m X M _ � 0 11 0 exactlyoverlapping 
圳成 B) = MM 11, II e [0，1] (3.9) 

j|a丨丨 M 1 orthogonal 
v 

The union[55] of two subspace 

Assume that there are two subspaces A and B, A and B can be represented as 

ai a2 and (3i (32 respectively, where a, (3 are all n by one vectors. 

To get to know the union of the two subspaces is just to know the span of 
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Q;i,Q!2’A’ P2. 

We know that the union of the two subspaces is a linearization[56] representa-

tion of the subspaces A and B, so span[54] (Q;I,Q;2,/?I, /?2.) can be written as 

below: 

span = tiQ；! + L2a2 + /-3A + 4̂/̂ 2 (3.10) 

Mathematically, to get the coefficients in this equation, there is an easy 

method, that is doing the SVD of 屯 ， w h e r e : 

[ A ] (3.11) • 

Then, after simplification, we know the union of the two subspaces, which is: 

r = 71 72 73 74 (3.12) 

Now, there is a new subspace here represented as %» which is also a n by 

one vector. We want to see that how much it belongs to the two subspaces 

A and B, which means that we need to measure the angles between x and A, 

B respectively. But before we measure the angles, we first should project the 

vector onto the union to make sure that the angle between x and A, B, is the 

sum of the angles between x and A and % and B. For any arbitrary vector % in 

the 9-dimensional space[57], it can be represented as: 

X = AI7I + A272 + A373 + A 4 7 4 + A 丄 7丄 （3.13) 

Where 7丄 represents the orthogonal subspace[57] of the union F 

，T h e n , we apply dot product to ignore the part of 7丄， f o r the projection of 

vector X on the union F is just the part of: 

Xp = Ai7i + >^272 + A373 + A474 (3.14) 
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named as Xp' 

X . 7I = AI7I • 7I + A272 . 7I + A373 . 7I + A474 . 7I + A丄7丄.7I 
(3.15) 

=> X.7i = AI7I . 7I + A272 • 7I + A373 • 7I + 入474 • 7I 

And the same: 

X • 72 =入i7i. 72 + A272 . 72 + A373 • 72 + A474 . 72 (3.16) 

X . 73 = Ai7i . 73 + A272 . 73 + A373 . 73 + A474 . 73 (3.17) 

X • 74 =入i7i . 74 + A272 . 74 + A373 • 74 + A474 . 74 (3.18) 

Assume the matrix is: 
7i -71 72 • 7i 73 '71 74 • 7i 

7i • 72 72 • 72 73 • 72 74 • 72 , � 
M = (3.19) 

7i .73 72 • 73 73 • 73 74 . 73 

7i -74 72 . 74 73 .74 74 . 74 

Then, 
(\ \ ( \ 7i 

A, � 72 
M • = X 

A3 73 

y \ W � (3.20) 
M 7i 
A2 , , 1 72 

A3 73 

\ / \ W 
In this way we can get the coefficients of the 

Xp = Ai7i + A272 + A373 + A474 (3.21) 

and know the Xp-
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3.4 Preliminary experiment about model 1 

Preliminary experiments show that isolated bumps with peaks not coplanar 

with the peaks of other bumps in the same wafer could be easily identified 

by using robust estimation technique. It seems that their presence does not 

complicate the problem by too much. 

By this time, we want to separate two cases: 

1) One is about the changes of the bright points on the specimen image are 

caused by the feed-in mechanism system error, which we should ignore; 

2) The other is about the changes of the bright points on the specimen image 

are caused by the bump height change, which we will find out. 

Sometimes, these two cases will happen together, so we need to find out what 

the information that the ultimate Homography H tells us, that is to say, from 

the Homography, we need to judge how much the changes rely on the system 

error, and how much that does on the bump's height change. 

The procedure can be described by the followed flow chart: 

First give the reference wafer a few rotation around the z axis, and slight 

translation along x and y axis [49] (according to figure) to simulate the feed-in 

system error and record one group of Homography matrix; then, give the 

reference wafer a few rotation around x and y axis and slight translation along 

z axis and record the other group of Homography to simulate the bump Height 

change. These two groups will be the reference for the future decomposition 

step. 

Then, we apply the specimen wafer, following the same procedure as mentioned 

in page 35. We use some synthetic data in the preliminary experiment to test 

this idea. And the intrinsic parameters[6] for the cameras are: 

There are 30 correspondence points on the specimen wafer. The relationship 

between the points in the world coordinate and the world in the image 

coordinate[7] is as shown below: 
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^ H H B I J Initial a iBobust • Optimized nftnnmpnsft • 
1 [ 1 Estimation H, 

Reference 

wafer 

^ Reference 

、 t J^ wafer [accept] 
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Figure 3.12: Flow chart of inspection procedure by model 1 

r "I r , 1 r i Xw 
u 0 0 l O O O r 1 

, R t Yw , \ 
V = 0 T F - 0 * 0 1 0 0 * * (3.22) 

0 0 0 1 Zw 
1J [o 0 i j [ o o i o j ^ � 1 

Assume the rotation and translation matrix is as below: When there is only 

rotation around z axis and only translation along x axis and y axis which we 

called the condition a, when there is only rotation around x axis and y axis and 

translation along z axis which we called the condition b, the change in rotation 

matrix and translation matrix is represented as below. 
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Intrinsic parameters for the earners Unit Value 

Lens focal length Mm 50 

Du Mm 0.006 

Dv Mm 0.006 

Table 3.1: Intrinsic parameter of the camera 

(a) 

AR = RoiAO,) 

Ax 
(3.23) 

At = Ay 

0 
(b) 

Ai? = 
0 

At = 0 
(3.24) 

t^z 
r -I 

… At 
ARt = 

0 0 0 1 • 

The points after rotation and translation changed into: 

r i f f I I " -I Xw 
u' 7f 0 0 1 0 0 0 r 1 

Du 农 R t Yw 
v' = 0 TfO * 0 1 0 0 * 

0 0 0 1 Zw 
1 0 0 1 J [ 0 0 1 0 L J 

(3.25) 

Then, calculate the Homography between the two points: 
u u' 

V and v' Then, we get two groups of Homography matrix. 

1 1 

After doing the Singular value decomposition of the Homography matrix under 
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two different conditions, we can get the vector basis of the two subspaces. 

There are 30 synthetic bumps on the wafer, we focus on the brightest points of 

each bump, so there are 30 points on each wafer which are the correspondence 

points we concerned. The Homography matrix is a 9 by 30 matrix. The vector 

basis is 9 by 2. So the dimension of the two subspaces is both 2，and the 

angle[58] between the two subspaces is nearly 90 degree. The answer is gotten 

from the synthetic data, some of which is shown in the figure above, and 

verified by the experiment on some pattern pictures. 

The following are some raw data in the experiments, 

(a) synthetic data (simulate the bright points) 

x l = h 8 0 ’ 0,80’ 一40’ 40, 一60，60，一20’ 20, —80，80，-20,20，一60,60，…]; 

y l = [80,80,80，60，60，40，40’ 20,20’ 0,0，一20, —20，-40, - 40 ,…] 

The two vector basis called basis_ul and basis_u2 

—0.0000，0.0000 

0.0000，0.0000 

-0.4593,0.4667 

0.0268，-0.0512 

bdsisjul = 0.5252，-0.5406 

0.7158,0.6981 

0.0104，-0.0028 

-0.0000, -0.0000 

0.0000,0.0000 
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and 
-0.0000,0.0000 

0.0000, -0.0000 

-0.0939,0.0911 

-0.7049,0.6971 

basis-u2 = 0.4801,0.4911 

-0.0517, —0.0500 

0.5110,0.5119 

0.0000，0.0000 

-0.0000, -0.0000 

The angle between the two subspaces is 88.9279 degree. These raw data can 

somewhat explain that the two kinds of subspace can be separable, and the 

angle between them is near 90 degree. 

3.5 Problems unsolved 

However, there are still some problems this model cannot solve. We mentioned 

about the glue[49] between the specimen wafer and the feed-in system, the 

shape of the glue is not standard, sometimes it is the glue but not the height 

of the bump itself that causes the global tilting or global translation along the 

z axis about the bright point plane. Once this happens, the inspection system 

will draw a wrong conclusion, thus cause the mis-judgment. 

So, to think about solving this problem and improve the system, we get some 

modification about model 1 and advert model 2- the two camera system. 
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Chapter 4 

Model 2: the two camera 

model-Biplanar Disparity 

approach 

4.1 Theoretical Background 

In the last step we can solve the following problems: 

1) The global transformation caused the translation along x and y axis, and 

rotation around the z axis which are all planar changes about the bright points 

in the image which is the change within the wafer plane; 

2) The global parameter changes about the wafer plane, which is the changes 

against the wafer plane, with the peak on the images changes together; 

3) For the former two cases, the changes in the Homography matrix are not 

linear, but locally, we can assume them to be linear after some linearization 

mathematically. 

4) For each specimen wafer, the calculated Homography can be projected onto 

the union space of subspaces induced from the 1 and 2 cases above, and then 

decomposed with the union space onto the two subspaces. After simplification, 

we know that the last two cases 1 and 2 can be obviously separable. 
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4.1.1 the linearization of Homography matrix changes 

There are two kinds of changes in the thesis about the bright points on the 

specimen wafer. One is about the specimen peak plane is higher or lower 

or tilting globally. The other is about the two dimensional changes on the 

specimen peak plane, the translation along the x and y axis and the rotation 

around the z axis which is also globally. We can see from the following equation 

that after linearization, the Homography matrix can be written into the old 

one plus three constant matrix times the variable. With respect to the former 

knowledge yuanding's paperwe can write the Homography in the following 

way: 

- • 

只 11 + x̂P 只 12 + t̂ g RI3 + t̂ C 

R2I + tyP R22 + tyq R23 + tyC (4.l) 
R3I + tzP R32 + tzQ R33 + tzC 

where px + qy + cz = 1 and c 0 is the wafer plane equation. 

1) For the first case, as simulating the feed-in mechanism system error[50]: 

1 0 0 

Rx = 0 cos a sin a 

0 — sin Q； cos a 

cos 7 sin 7 0 

Rz — — sin 7 cos 7 0 

0 0 1 

Assume that: 

sin a = ai cos a = 02 so, a\^-al = I 

sin/? = 61 cos/? = 62 50, &5 + 6赛=1 (4.2) 

sin 7 = ki cos 7 = k2 so, kl + kl = l 
Also: 
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= + Aa; 

' 一 J 細 (4.3) 

= ki-\- Aki (Aki = Ak) 
) (4.4) 

k2 = k2 + Ak2 
= f ^ M l 

All the others remain constant, so we can get: 

_ r* � 

p q c 0 0 0 

0 0 0 AA:+ p q c Ay 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

L «J I— J 1 

l^feh ^ 0 (4.5) 
+ , , Ak 

— + + 0 

. + 0 
2) For the second case, with the same method, we can get the Homography 

after the specimen peak plane changes: 

= t, + Az 

(4.6) 
Ry = Ry + ^Ry 

D'L = + AAI (AAI = AA) Â  = 02 + AA2 (4 ” 

b[ = 61 + A61 (A6i = Ab) 6'2 = 62 + A62 
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- 1 . 

H' = H+ a.h f j^^ai A6+ 

a2k2 a2ki 
「 L 一 2 � (4.8) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

- bik, + h A a + 0 0 0 ^ z 

. + 於2 -k2 + J [ p q c _ 

So, after the linearization[58], we can see that no matter what kind of changes, 

in some local area, the new Homography is just an approximated linear 

translation of the old Homography with three variables. 

4.1.2 Problem Nature 

To summarize, all the above listed four questions can be solved by now, but for 

real inspection of wafer bump, the global changes caused by the glue really exist, 

as well as the individual change of the bumps. To identify the little translation 

along X and y axis against the little change in the z direction which is the height 

change of the bump itself, we need to know not only the plane about the peaks, 

but also the points about the bump bottoms. 

We now understand the followings: Bump surface has a mirror-like reflective 

property, and: 

1) In 3D inspection, the bumps should be allowed to be displaced t w o 

dimensionally on the wafer plane relative to one another. In other words, 3D 

inspection should not be about the 3D positions of individual bumps, but about 

the overall planes Ht and n^ that contain the bump peaks and the bump bot-

toms respectively. 

2) 3D inspection of bumps should not be about the distance of the bump peaks 

from a camera, but about the heights of the bumps, i.e., about the distance of 

bumps' peaks from their bottoms. Together with the above, the 3D inspection 

problem should be about the difference of the 2 planes and lib 

3) Isolated bumps whose heights deviate too much from the average height, i.e., 

those whose peaks are too distant from the plane lit, should be identified. 
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Here we introduce a new approach which is also based on the Homography 

background knowledge[ll]. The imaging is setup in the Fig. 1.1. 

4.1.3 Imaging system setup 

In the configuration of the lighting, we add an illumination in model II. The 

red camera called camera 1 takes images perpendicular to the substrate of the 

specimen wafer, and the red illumination is in the same direction; the blue 

lighting and the side camera (camera 2) are symmetrically placed forming an 

angle, with the optical axis of cameral the angle bisector. In this way, the 

bright points in image 1 and bright points in image 2 are 3D the same point-

the peak point of the bumps on the specimen wafer. 

4.1.4 System Calibration[13 

To make sure the system is authentic, before the inspection, we should do the 

calibration once for all, the procedure is as follows: 

1) Put a mirror which is of the same thickness as the reference wafer, to the 

position of the wafer. 

2) Position Camera 1 so that its optical axis passes through the center of the 

mirror, and is as orthogonal to the mirror as possible. 

3) Position the Red parallel light source so that its parallel light covers the 

mirror, and is also as orthogonal to the mirror as possible. 

4) Move the Red light source left and right, up and down until the red reflec-

tions perceived by Camera 1 is the "brightest". That way we are sure that 

the angle bisector of the Red light source and the optical axis of Camera 1 is 

approximately parallel to the surface normal of the mirror. 

5) Position Camera 2 so that its optical axis passes through the center of the 

mirror, and at an angle 6 from the optical axis of Camera 1 with respect to the 

mirror. Suppose the plane that contains the optical axes of both cameras is IL 

6) Position the Blue light source so that its parallel light covers the mirror, is 

contained in Plane 11, and is at an angle approximately 9 from the optical axis 
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of Camera 1 (with respect to the mirror) on the opposite side of Camera 2. 

7) Move the Blue light source left and right, up and down until the blue reflec-

tions perceived by Camera 2 is the "brightest". That way we are sure that the 

angle bisector of the Blue light source and the optical axis of Camera 2 is also 

approximately parallel to the surface normal of the mirror. 

An imaging setup that allows the planes and Ub be accessible in two 

images I and 1’ respectively, is the following: 

1) Exploiting the mirror-like reflectivity of the bumps, 2 cameras and 2 parallel 

light sources of different colors, if properly positioned in 3D (so that in 3D 

the red dot and the blue dot coincide) as illustrated in Figure 1，and coupled 

with the use of the epipolar constraint[10], which is captured by a 33 matrix F 

named the Fundamental matrix, could allow image point correspondences over 

the bump peaks, and over the bump bottoms, to be available over a number of 

bumps in the wafer. 

2) Such 2 sets of correspondences would allow the two Homographies Ht and 

Hb，which are for the planes Ht and Ub respectively, to be estimated through 

�P' "I �P 
the use of the basic function = Ht . 

1 J [1 
3) Isolated bumps whose heights deviate too much from the majority value 

could be identified using SVD in the estimation of Ht and Hb. In other words, 

Problem (3) above is solved. 

4) The use of Homography makes the whole system be sensitive not to the 

individual positions of the bumps but the overall positions of planes Ut and n^ 

only. In other words, Problem (1) above is solved. 

5) The remaining problem to solve is Problem(2). On it the key question is: 

How could we come up with an invariant about the difference of planes Ut and 

lib [14]，which should be more or less preserved (to the limit of a threshold) 

across wafers? 
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4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Invariance measure 

Homography Estimation 

The outliers whose heights are too high or too low should be detected before 

estimating the Homographies by the method of Robust Estimation[26] as 

mentioned in last subsection. 

Then, as shown in figure4.1, two sets of correspondences would allow the two 

Homographies Ht and Hb，which are for the planes n^ (the plane which 

contains most of the peak points of the bumps) and E；, respectively, to be 

estimated through the use of the property: 

1 � 
‘ ^ Ht I (4.9) 
1 J [ 1 

for all the i; 

_ P;b 1 �p b ' 
3 ^ H B (4.10) 

1 J L1 
for all the j; 

Proof of Homography expression 

Suppose we have access to 2 images I and F of the same plane 11, and the camera 

intrinsic parameter matrices[7] A and A' of the 2 cameras. The Homography H 

induced by IT to the 2 images is related to the plane parameters (n, d) by: 

-T 
H S A ' R - i ( I - t i ) A - i (4.11) 

(JL 

Where n is the unit surface normal vector of plane H with reference to the 

camera coordinate frame of I，and d is the perpendicular distance of the plane 

to the camera center of I. 

Proof: H ^ A ' R - i ( I -
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Let P be the position vector of any 3D point on 11, with respect to the camera 

coordinate frame of I. Let P ' be the corresponding position vector from the 

camera coordinate frame of F. 

Then N • (P — P。）= 0，where PQ is the position of a fixed point on N. The 

above could be simplified to 

h'P = hPo = d (4.12) 

We also have: 

P = R P ' + t (4.13) 

Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13 together imply 

P ' = R - I P - R - i t ( V p ) (4.14) 
a 

or simply: 
P ' = R - i ( I 一 t兰T)p (4.15) 

a 

Since the corresponding[27] image positions (p, p') in I and 1，have the proper-

ties: 

p = 1)T ^ A[I’0][pT，1]T ̂  AIP ^ AP (4.16) 

and 

p' = (a:'，y'’l)TgA'P' (4.17) 

the above means 

p ' ^ [ A ' R - i ( I - t今T ) a - i ] p (4.18) 
(JL 

The expression of H is thus proved. 

Equation 4.11 for a normalized H could be written as: 
-T 

n = wA'R-\l-t^ )A-1 (4.19) 
a 

for some unknown w. The equation could be simplified to: 

[ t ] x R A ' - i H = —tlx A - i (4.20) 
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which could be expressed as: 

F H = ? i ; (A- i )T [ t ]xA- i (4.21) 

where, 

F = ( A - i ) T [ t j x R A ' - i (4.22) 

is the fundamental matrix of the camera pair. In other words, given unit-norm 

H and unit-norm [59] F, the unknown scale w could be determined in terms of 

a particular scalar from: 

a F H = — A - i ) T [ t ] x A - i (4.23) 

Where a is a constant related to the values of A,A',R, and t.’ not and lit 
A 八 

Suppose Ht and Hb are the unit-norm Ht and Hb for planes Ilf and ！！̂, respec-

tively. Suppose wt and Wb are the unknown scales in Equation 4.9 and Equation 
A A 

4.10 for Ht and Hb, ^ and for some a , could be determined respectively 

from Ht, Hb, and F through the use of Equation 4.23 . given F , H , A ’ t . 

Because of noise etc., the left and right sides of Equation 4.23 might not be 

equal up to a scale as expected, and that makes the estimation of ^ tricky, 

Least-Squares-Error Solution[62] for f 

First normalize F and H so that they are of unit norm. Then determine F H 

and ( A - i ) T [ t ] x A - i . Denote ^ as P,FH as matrix G, and (A - i )T [ t ] xA- i as 

matrix B. 

Under the least-squares-error estimation criterion, estimating (3 is about finding 

the p such that: 

(4.24) 

is minimum. 

E(J3) could be written as: 
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m = E (Ĝo. - PBij? = E {Gjj - + �2竭） 
”. “ （4.25) 

ij ij ij 3 

Thus minimizing E{(3) is equivalent to minimizing: 

五‘(/?) = - 2 / ? ( G . B ) + 沪 ||B||2 (4.26) 

where G . B = Z G i j B i j , ||Bf 二 E A w . 

which says: 

- 2 ( G - B ) + 2^||B||' = 0 (4.27) 

Thus ^could be estimated as: 

The error of the above estimation could be determined as E{P), normalized by 

the norms of G and B. 

Estimation error measure: 

l|G||||B|| - ||G|| ||B|| 

A measure that carries more geometric meaning is however the normalized cross 

product of G and B: Sine of angle between G and B is: 

… ] (4.3。） 

Ideally, both measures should be zero. In practice, they should be a positive 

value close to zero. If they are not close to zero, the estimation process has a 

problem. 
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Biplanar Disparity Matrix D 

Since, 

/sT 

"t 
and 

"b 
we have: 

( H T / ^ - H B / ^ ) = - A A ' R - H { F — (4.31) 
a ex. "t "b 

which is about a fixed-value transformation (for fixed A,A，，R’t) of (f^ -

. I n other words, the difference of the two planes Ut and lib could be captured 

by a matrix we refer to as the Biplanar Disparity Matrix D: 

D = | - | (4.32) 

ce a 

Such a Biplanar disparity measure D encodes the difference between two 

planes: the plane that contains the peaks of the bumps, and the plane that 

contains the bottom of the bumps. It is invariant to global transformation of 

the wafer, but variant to relative transformation between the two planes, and 

is thus a measure we could use to decide if a wafer has bump heights that meet 

the specifications or not. 

4.2.2 The Geometric meaning of the Biplanar Disparity 

matrix 

Assume: � -, 
fn fi2 /i3 

Fundermental matrix = /21 h2 /23 

hi /32 /33 
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The Fundamental matrix[34] about the peak plane and that of the bottom plane 

is the same, So: 

{fiiRii + /i2i?2i + fizRsi) + ifntx + fi2ty + fisQpt 

{fiiRn + fi2R22 + /i3i^32) + {fntx + futy + fisQqt 

{fnRl3 + /l2^23 + /l3i?33) + (/ll^x + My + fuQct 

(hlRll + /22i?21 + /23i?3l) + {f2ltx + /22 力 y + As^z^t 

F H o x l = U21R12 + f22R22 + /23i?32) + 腕 x + hlty + hsQqt (4.33) 

{f2lRl3 + /22î 23 + /23i?33) + (Al^x + + f23Qct 

ifsiRll + /32i?21 + fssRsi) + ifsitx + h2ty + h^Qpt 

{ h l R u + /32^22 + /33i?32) + (/si^x + h^ty + 

(fziRlZ + /32î 23 + /33i?33) + (Al^x + fsity + • • 

- • 

(fllRll + /l2 拖 1 + flsRsi) + (flltx + futy + fl3tz)pb 

ifllRn + fl2R22 + /l3i?32) + (/ll^x + futy + fuQqb 

(/lli?13 + /l2i^23 + fuRss) + ifntx + fl2ty + fuQct 

(J21R1I + /22i?21 + /23^3l) + {f2ltx + /22 力 y + f2sQpb 

F H o x l = (/2li?12 + f22R22 + /23只32) + (/21^x + /22 力 y + /23亡0 办 （4.34) 

(/21 风 3 + f22^23 + 123^33) + (/2I 力 X + f22ty + 

ifsiRu + /32i?21 + hsRsi) + ifsitx + f32ty + fssQpb 

U31R12 + /32i?22 + 133^32) + (Al^x + + fsstz^Qb 

(faiRlS + /32i?23 + /33i?33) + (/si^x + /32 力 y + fsstzh 
m • 

assume the constant in the matrix into: 

= Al {f2lU + f22ty + fsstz)=入2 (/aî x + f32ty + fsaQ 入 

(4.35) 

and so on so forth, the rewritten FHt_9xi and F f t o x i : 

ai + Xipt a<i + XiQt as + AIQ 

FHf.9xi = 04 + 入2Pt 0,5 + X2qt <26 + 入 ( 4 . 3 6 ) 

a? + Xspt as + XsQt 0,9 + AaCf 
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ai + XiPb 02 + ^iQb + AiCfc 
^ A 

FHb_9xl = 04 + X2Pb 0,5 + X2qb 0,6 + 入20) (4.37) 

a? + A3P6 as + XzQb CL9 + AsCfo 

Where ala2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9 respectively represent the 9 constant in the 

matrix which are only related to the fundamental matrix [33] and the rotation 

matrix between two cameras[ll]. If the cameras are fixed, then the intrinsic 

parameter A and translation between the two cameras are fixed, so B can be 

rewritten into: 
H 62 63 

5 = ( A - i ) T [ t ] x A _ i = 64 65 be (4.38) 

67 H 69 

then,巡 can be written with the fundamental matrix, the rotation and transla-
‘ a 

tion between two cameras and the intrinsic parameters[28] of the two cameras, 

as well as the 3D peak plane parameter. The ^ follows the same way. 
9 

(4.39) 
9 

(4.40) 

And can be simply expressed as: 

— = ( / » + Kipt + K,2qt + KaCt (4.41) a 
一 =(f) + KiPb + K2qb + K3C6 (4.42) 
a 

Where k i ， a r e constant, which are only related to the parameters 

of rotation and translation between the two cameras, the camera intrinsic 

parameter[32]. And p,q,c is the 3D plane parameter in this article. Then 
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the Biplanar Disparity matrix is: 

D =备一备 
� a o 

Rn-\-txPt Rl3-\-txCt 
4>+K'lPt+f<'2<lt+f^3Ct <i>+Klpt-{-K2qt+K'SCt 

_ •R21+tyPt R22+tyqt R23-\-tyCt 
<H"托 lPt+«2gt+K3Ct <{>+Klpt+K2qt+K3Ct <f>'\'K\pt'^K2qt'^KzCt 

R31+tzPt R32+tzQt Rss-htzct (4.43) 
r 识 +知Ct <j>-hKipt-\-K2qt+K3Ct 4>-\-nipt-\-K,2qt+Ksct J 

Rll-^txPb Rl2-\-txqb R\3-\-txCb 
一 R2l+tyPb R22-\'tyqb 2̂34-tyCb 

Rsi+tyPb R32+tzqb RsS+tyCfy 
_ </>+«1P6+«296+«3C6 _ 

If the peak plane of the bumps are parallel to that of the bottom plane, which 

means: 
Ei = Si = 2L= 丁 (4.44) 

Pb Qb Cb 

then the bump height will be the distance of the two planes. Represent 

Kipt + K.2qt + /caQ to be £. Then the Biplanar Disparity matrix changes into: 

_ • 
{<i>txPt-£R\l)-T{<i>txPt-eRl\) (树 : { < t > t x C t - e R l 3 ) - r { < t > t x C t - £ R l 3 ) 

{<i>+£){<f>+Te) {<f>+e)i<t>+Te) 
f ) _ i(i>txPt-£R2i)-r((i>txPt-£R2i) {4>txqt-£R22)-T{4>txqt-eR22) {<l>txCt-sR23.)-T{4>txCt-eR2i) 

U 一 （<He)(<H"T£) {(t>+£){<P+Te) (<A+e)(<̂ +re) 
{4,tj:Pt-eR3i)-T(,<t>txPt-eRai) i<f>tx gt -eR32)-T(<j>tx gt -£^832) {<f>tx ct-eRas)-r{<l>txCt -£^33) 

_ {<i>+e){<i>+Te) (<A+e)((/.+T£) {cj>+e){(j>+Te) _ 

(f)ta:Pt 一 ^Rn (t>txqt - ^Rn (f>txCt - £Ri3 

= ^ P ^ x P t " (f>txqt " (t>txCt " £i?23 
(f)txPt - sRsi 批xqt - 批xCt - eRss 

(4.45) 

If the bump height has some global changes, which means, all the parameters 

Pt,qt,ct unchanged, only r has some changes which are inversely proportional 

to the bump height. 

Prom the D matrix, we can see that the changes of the bump height have some 

global influence on every 9 value with respect to the changes of , the norm 

of the Biplanar Disparity matrix will have some close-to-linear translation[60] 

against the bump height, which is the same as the analysis by using the 
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synthetic data.(Fig.4.1). To simple the question, we induce the circumstance 

x10.� 
8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 î h 

J / 
/ _ 

^ Z -
/ -

/ -
3- Z _ 
- z -

• Z 
1 • / • 

命 I I I I I 1 1 1 1  
001 O K 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 

Figure 4.1: theoretical analysis on the change in norm of Biplanar Disparity 

with respect to bump height change from 20 to 100 microns[29] 

in the real inspection experiment. The reference coordinate is the camera 

coordinate, the feed-in system working plane is on the parallel coordinate, so 

in the expression of the Biplanar Disparity Matrix D, pt and qt are 0. Then 

the new expression of D will be: 

r -
- e R u + r e R n -eRi2+reRi2 (<AtxCt-£fii3)-r(<？！)fiCt-eflia) 

{4>+e)i4>+Te) {cf>+e){(t>+Te) 

n — -eR<n +T£fi2i -eR22+T£R22 i<t>txCt-eR23、一T((f>txCt-eR23) (A AgN 
{^+e){<p+Te) {4,+e){<f>+Te) ^^+e){cf>+Te) ^ . 乂 

-gfisi +T£fl31 -eR32+T£R32 (</>亡iQ SRSS�-T(<f>txCt SRSS)  
_ {<i>+e)i4>+Te) {<f>+e)icf,+Te) (<A+£)(</.+T£) . 

Then in this way, the influence on the 3rd column of the matrix is the biggest 

with respect to the change of bump height. 

If the bump height has no changes, only the peak plane and the bottom plane 

of the bumps both have some global tilting, which means, only change, but 

is maintain, the 9 value in the Biplanar Disparity matrix will have different 
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changes. 

1) For example, if both the two planes have global tilting around x axis, which 

means pt is equal to 0. Then the Biplanar Disparity Matrix D changes into: 
_ -

- e R u + r e R n {(i>txqt-eRi2)-T{<t>txqt-eR\2) {<i>txCt-eRi3)-T{<i)txCt-eRxz) 

{(i>+e){<i>+Te) ((^+e)(<A+r£) (<^+e)(.^+re) 
n _ -gfl2i+r£fi2i i<f>txqt-£R22)-r{<i>txqt-eR22)(批xCt-£^23)-r{<j>t^ct-£i^23) (4 47) 

_ (0+£)(</>+re) {4>+e){<t>+TE) (<̂ +e)(<A+re) � • ’ 
-cRsi+reRai {4>txqt-£Ri2)-r{(t)txqt-eR27.) [(i>txCt-eRzi)-T{4>txCt-eR-iz) 

_ (0+e)(</.+T£) {<i>+e){<j>+Te) {<t>+e){<f>+Te) . 

2) For example, if the global tilting is around y axis, which means qt is equal 

to 0. Then, the Biplanar Disparity Matrix D will change into: 

‘{(i>txPt-eRii)-T((l)txPt-eRii) -eRi2+T£Ri2 {<l>txCt-£Rii)-r{<f>txCt-eRiz) 

((/.+£) ((^+r£) {<i>+e){4>+re) (<A+£)(<A+t£) 

n _ {<t>txPt-eR2\)-Ti<t>txPt-eR2i) -eR2i+T£R22 {4>txCt-eR23)-T{4)txCt-eR2z) (a 4 只 、 

U - ^ ( M P ^ {ne){<l>+re) � + 

{4>txPt-£R3l)-T{<f>txPt -e-Rai) -£fia2+r£fl32 (<l>txCt-£R33)-T(4>txCt-£R33) 

_ {<j>+e){(l>+T£) {4>+eX<P+Te) {4>+e)(4>+Te) _ 

Because the tilting angle is very small, which is within 1/60 as said in the 

specification, the change in pt and qt will be nearly equal. As in example 1)， 

after some global tilting, the Biplanar Disparity Matrix will be: 

“ - e R ^ , + T e R l l ( < t > t x i ^ q t - T < t > t x A q t )一 ( £ f l i 2 + r £ f i i 2 ) (<A<xAct-T<^ta；Act)-(eRx^+rsRis)‘ 
{<f>+£){<f>+Te) {<l>+e){<f>+Te) (0+£)(0+re) 

n — -eR2i±TeR2L (拉• -T批：Agt) - ieR22+TeR22) i<i>t:.Act-T<t>ta,Act)-(eRo.^+TeRo-.^ 

“ — (0+e)(<A+r£) i<f>+e)i<t>+re) (</>+£) (<Ht£) 

-eA'̂ i+refiai (拉x Agt-水 Agt) - (£^32+rgfl32)(批 x Act-T4>t：, Act)-(efla'^+Tg fl刊、 

(4.49) 

((^+e){<t>+Te) j 十 i<i>+e)i<i>+Te) 乂 之 V 抖 r e ) ) 

,(eRi2±TeRl2.\ J- ( 只22� | ( ê as-refl；^̂  ^ 
+ [{<P+e)iHre) J 十、_(</>+丁日)J 卞 \(4>+eX</>+rs) J 

,(g凡3-T£fll3� I ( £flM-Tgfl23� I ( sR̂ ĵ-TeR-,̂  
十 J 乂 T y{4,+e){4>+Te) J 

丨丨們丨 二 - 2 A M I - ？ ( ( ^ T m ) ( ^ f c ) 场 2 (4 50) 

- 2 A ( l ) t ^ q t £ { l 一 r ^ ) j ((例(Vts))只22 

一 2 A ( / > “ £ ( 1 - T2)((种一)) 丑32 
- 2 A ( j ) t ^ C t £ { l — 7*2) ^13 

- 2 A < l > t ^ C t £ { l — ( ( 种 丑 2 3 

\ - 2 離 - —) ((<A+e)(Vr£))丑33 
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Here A = 1 + J , and 6 is much close to zero. So, the difference between \\D\\ 

and ||D|| will be little. That means, when there is only global tilting, but no 

change in bump height, the Norm of the Biplanar Disparity Matrix will have 

little change, which will be testified in the synthetic data experiment. 

4.3 RANSAC-Random Sample Consensus 

The RANSAC[70] [68] procedure is opposite to that of conventional smoothing 

techniques: Rather than using as much of the data as possible to obtain 

an initial solution and then attempting to eliminate the invalid data points, 

RANSAC uses as small an initial data set as feasible and enlarges this set with 

consistent data when possible. For example, given the task of fitting an arc of 

a circle to a set of two-dimensional points, the RANSAC approach[67] would 

be to select a set of three points (since three points are required to determine a 

circle) [71], compute the center and radius of the implied circle, and count the 

number of points that are close enough to that circle to suggest compatibility 

with it (i.e., their deviations are small enough to be measurement errors). I 

f there are enough compatible points, RANSAC would employ a smoothing 

technique such as least squares, to compute an improved estimate for the 

parameters of the circle now that a set of mutually consistent points has been 

identified. 

4.3.1 finding Homography matrix by using 

RANSAC [72] [35: 

Once I use RANSAC, I get a Homography, then use that Homography and fea-

ture positions in one view to predict feature positions in the second view, and 

check the distance between predicted positions and observed positions in the 

second view. Use those distances to decide if any particular feature correspon-

dence pair is outlier or not. In this thesis, to calculate a Homography matrix 
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there needs at least 4 pairs of correspondences. By using RANSAC method, 

the system can recognize the outliers by itself. 

4.3.2 finding Fundamental matrix by using 

RANSAC [73] [34； 

The fundamental matrix F relates points in two images. If x is a point in 

one image and x' a point in another image, then (x') Fx = 0. To compute F 

completely automatically we begin by using a corner detector to find interest 

points in an image. Putative matches of the feature points in both images 

are computed by using a correlation measure[38] for points in one image with 

the features in the other image. Only features within a small window are 

considered to limit computation time. Mutually best matches are retained. 

RANSAC is used to robustly determine F from these putative matches. A 

minimal sample is selected from the putative matches from which a tentative F 

is calculated. The process is iterated until a sufficient number of samples have 

been taken. The F which fits the matches that becomes the input for the next 

step. 

Once an initial F has been computed, more matches can be found by searching 

along epipolar lines [3]. A non-linear minimization is used to fit an F to a large 

number of points. 

4.4 Harris Corner detection 

In last subsection of finding the fundamental matrix, we mentioned about find-

ing the initial putative correspondence points by using Corner Detection[21] [75]. 

In this thesis, we use Harris Corner Detection to find these feature points. Points 

whose intensity gradient is bigger than a threshold are pointed to be corners. 

To each choice of feature point on the substrate, we apply corner detection[74] 

first, then hand-pick a small area, finally auto-search the nearest corner[74] in 

this area to be the exact point. All the feature points on the substrate are 
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extracted by this way. 
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Chapter 5 

Simulation and experimental 

results 

5.1 Simulation experiments 

5.1.1 Preliminary experiments 

For each bump height under a particular setting on the errors and uncertain-

ties, we allow the errors and uncertainties to fluctuate randomly within some 

predefined range of values for 40 times ranging from 20 microns to 100 microns, 

and the average of the norm and direction fluctuation of the Disparity Matrix 

D are plotted against the bump height. 

Without any error or uncertainty considered, i.e., in the most ideal case, 

norm of the Disparity Matrix D has the following behavior. There is also zero 

fluctuation in the direction of D (when D is viewed as 9-D vector). 

In the following series of simulation images, the x axis means the changing of 

bump height,and the y axis means the norm of the corresponding Norm of 

Disparity Matrix D. The following figures present how the norm fluctuation of 

the D matrix behave with changing bump height,under different combinations 

of errors and uncertainties. 

If the golden wafer is 60 microns in height,then 士 20 microns is the allowed 
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Figure 5.1: Norm of D in the absence of any error or uncertainty 
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Figure 5.2: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error 
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y norm of D matrix 
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Figure 5.3: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error and bump 

position variation uncertainty 
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Figure 5.4: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error, brightest point 

determination uncertainty, and bump position variation uncertainty 
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Figure 5.5: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error, bump po-

sition variation uncertainty and wafer-plane transformation and wafer-tilting 

transformation 
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Figure 5.6: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error, brightest point 

determination uncertainty, bump position variation uncertainty, and wafer-

tilting transformation. 
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error. So, we only need to detect those bumps who are lower than 40 microns 

or bigger than 80 microns. Preliminary experiment shows that the Norm of 

Disparity matrix D is sensitive to the change of bump heights. 

5.1.2 Specification for the synthetic data system 

Parameters of the system 

Golden bump diameter 120micron 

Golden bump height GOmicron 

Bump-bump distance 70 micron 

Numbers of bumps per-inspection 20 

Distance between wafer to camera frame 91mm 

Angle between two light sources 15 (degree) 

Resolution of CCD 500*500/ 300 circles 

X，y resolution 30 micron 

z resolution 20 micron 

Table 5.1: Intrinsic parameter of the camera 

5.1.3 Possible errors in the experiment 

In this thesis we outline the derivation of the Disparity Matrix D. We also con-

cern on the sensitivity of the Disparity Matrix with respect to the average bump 

height which has the range of 20 microns to 100 microns in our experiment un-

der the following errors or uncertainties: 

1) Image Resolution Error: Image is of limited resolution, thus image projec-

tion will be truncated to the position of the nearest pixel in the image. In our 

experiments we allow such error to be in the range 士 1 pixel in each image 

dimension of the true position. 

2) Brightest Point Determination Uncertainty: Under our illumination system 

the peaks of the bumps would appear as bright points in the image. However, 
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due to image sensing saturation, feature extraction, or other factors, there could 

be uncertainty in determining the position of such brightest points in the image. 

In our experiments, we assume such uncertainty to be in the range 士 1 pixels 

in each image dimension of the true position which mostly happens in the real 

inspection process. 

3) Bump Position Variation Uncertainty: The bump array on a wafer could have 

a few variations in the bump positions on the wafer plane due to manufacturing 

and other uncontrollable factors. We allow each bump to vary by 士 5mm of 

the nominal position. 

4) Wafer Global Transformation: Ideally, the disparity matrix should be invari-

ant with rigid transformation of the wafer. To ease our experiments, we consider 

the global transformation in two groups: 

(a) Wafer-plane transformation: there is only translation and rotation on the 

wafer plane (Range of such transformation that is considered in our experi-

ments:0 to 500 microns in translation, and 0 to 2 degree in rotation); 

(b) Wafer-tilting Transformation: there could be tilting of the wafer about its 

own plane (Range of such transformation that is considered in our experiments: 

the biggest tilt height is 1mm). Such transformation could cause the bright-

est points of the bumps (due to specular reflections of the bump surface under 

parallel or point source of illumination) to have their positions shifted on the 

bump surfaces, and could pose a bigger challenge than the above wafer-plane 

transformation. 

5.2 Real images experiments 

5.2.1 Experiment instrument 

The real image data experiment should meet the requirement below, and set up 

as shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 
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Image Distance of Camera 131.7105mm 

Distance of bump bottom plane b from camera 91mm 

Image Resolution 768*576 in pixel 

Angle between the two parallel sources of Illumination 15 degree 

Table 5.2: Extrinsic Parameter of the cameras and CCD resolution 

Hi 
lî iPr 

Figure 5.7: for center imaging part 
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DHHB 

Figure 5.8: for side imaging part 

5.2.2 The Inspection Procedure 

1. Set up the imaging system and do the calibration. [14 

2. For reference wafer: 

(a) Point Correspondence Acquisition: Get image point correspondences 

{ ( p j , p ' . ) : i = 1，2，…} over the bump peaks, and {(p》，p'》）:j = 1’ 2 ,… } 

over the bump bottoms. 

(b) Homography Estimation: Estimate the Homographies Ht and Hb using 

Equations 4.9 and 4.10, from the two sets of point correspondences[39 . 

(c) Standard D Acquisition: Use Equation 4.23 to measure ^ and ^ for Ht 

and Hb respectively. Use Equation 4.32 to come up with a standard value D 

for the reference wafer. 3. For incoming wafer: 

(a) Point Correspondence Acquisition: Get image point correspondences 

{(PS, P1) : i = 1，2，... } over the bump peaks, and { ( p j , p'》）：j = 1’ 2，...} 

over the bump bottoms. 

(b) Homography Estimation: Estimate the Homographies Ht and Hb using 

Equations 4.9 and 4.10, from the two sets of point correspondences. 
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(c) D Acquisition and Comparison: Use Equation 4.23 to measure ^ and ^ 

for Ht and Hb respectively. Use Equation 4.32 to come up with a measure of D 

for the incoming wafer. Compare this D with the standard D of the reference 

wafer to decide if for this incoming wafer the difference of the bump peak plane 

and the bump bottom plane is within acceptable range. 

5.2.3 Images grabbed under above system 

Images under the center camera and center lighting, as the red camera in Fig. 1.1 

_ _ 

Figure 5.9: Real image group 1-center images: 1,2 
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Figure 5.10: Real image group 1-center images:3,4 

圃 
Figure 5.11: Real image group 1-center images:5,6 
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Images under the side camera and side lighting, as the blue camera in Fig. 1.1 

_ _ 

Figure 5.12: Real image group 1-side images: 1,2 

關國 
膠編 

Figure 5.13: Real image group 1-side images:3,4 
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Figure 5.14: Real image group 1-side images:5,6 

Images under the center camera and center lighting, as the red camera in 

Fig.1.1 

Figure 5.15: Real image group 2-center images: 1,2 
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_謹 
Figure 5.16: Real image group 2-center images:3,4 

k “ m l 
Figure 5.17: Real image group 2-center images:5,6 
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Images under the side camera and side lighting, as the blue camera in Fig. 1.1 

Figure 5.18: Real image group 2-side images: 1,2 

陶 mmm. 
Figure 5.19: Real image group 2-side images:3,4 
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Figure 5.20: Real image group 2-side images:5,6 

5.2.4 Experimental Results 

The experiment results are shown in the following table. The numbers here rep-

resent the Norm of the Biplanar Disparity matrix from different images named 

from figure 1 to figure 6 as shown above. There are two different wafers divided 

into group 1 and group 2. 

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 mean 

group 1 0.175251 0.163423 0.183401 0.180018 0.176767 0.168152 0.1745 

group 2 0.263179 0.266873 0.281037 0.264023 0.267192 0.275998 0.2681 

Table 5.3: different norms with respect to different wafer 

In geometric express of the above data is two separate curve which can be 

separated clearly into two different groups as the figure below. 

Within each group, we find that the norm of Biplanar Disparity D. is nearly 

stable, the D's mean of group one is 0.1782，correspondingly, which is 0.2831 
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0.3 I I I I I I I I I 

z 

0.25 - -

0.2 - -

^ ^ ^ 

I I I I I I I I I  

1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 

Figure 5.21: two groups of D. Norm value about two pieces of Die with different 

bump size 

Fluctuation Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3 Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 1 and 2 

within groupl 0.43% -6.35% 2.85% 5.10% 3.16% -3.64% 53.61% 

within group2 -1.82% -0.44% 1.11% -1.50% -0.32% 2.96% 

Table 5.4: changing ratio of the norms' value within the two groups 

of group two. However, across different groups, compared with the fluctuation 

in a single group, the difference is much bigger between different wafer, which 

is because the height of these two kinds of wafer is quite different, and the 

Biplanar Disparity D. just somewhat describes the distance between the peak 

plane and the bottom plane of the bumps. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 

WORKS 

6.1 Summary on the contribution of my work 

Prom the above experimental results, both the synthetic experiment and the real 

data experiment show that the Biplanar Disparity matrix is sensitive enough 

to the change in bump height, even under a number of errors and uncertain-

ties. These results can preliminary testify that the Biplanar Disparity matrix 

D. which includes the planar information of both of the peak plane and the bot-

tom plane of the bumps, has a tight relationship with the relative position of 

these two planes. According to the real world false bump inspection, two cases 

happen mostly. One case is: when there is no change in the bottom plane, only 

some parallel change in the peak plane, which indicates only the bump height 

is changing, the results show the norm of Biplanar Disparity D. will change at 

the same time. The other case is: when there is no distance change between 

the two planes, but only global titling of the two planes, which indicates that 

the bump height is constant, this case often happens when the glue between 

the substrate and the wafer has some change, results show that the norm of 

Biplanar Disparity D. will have little change. Our expected inspection system 

can mostly meet the need of our objectives for this work. Our hard ware for this 

system only needs two sets of cameras and lenses, as well as a feed-in system 
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which altogether cost lower than two thousand US dollars and is much cheaper 

than the previous ones. Our Biplanar Disparity matrix measurement is and 

aim-direct approach. To examine the speed of the inspection process, under 

matlab command window,and without counting the time of feature extraction 

and finding corresponding points, our method needs 1.85 seconds for the inspec-

tion process which includes SVD, Robust estimation, Homography estimation, 

D. matrix estimation, and comparison of specimen D. and reference D. for in-

specting about 400 bumps. While,under the same circumstance, the method of 

sinusoid grating needs 9.58 seconds. In a word,the Biplanar Disparity measure-

ment approach needs not explicit 3D reconstruction, which not only reduce the 

time but also simplify the whole procedure of inspection. It is a fast approach 

for the industrial world and can meet most of the objectives we are going to 

achieve. To conclude that it is a promising method for the future 3D inspection 

of wafer bumping. 

6.2 Some Weakness of The Method 

If there are some bumps on the wafer having not only one peak, for example 

if there are two peaks on a single bump, in both central and side image of this 

bump, on the top area, there will be two brightest points. Then, in the process • 

of finding out the outliers by using robust estimation, in the peak area, only 

one peak will be selected. But, if the false peak is brighter than the real peak, 

some error answer will be produced. 

6.3 Future Works and Further Development 

6.3.1 About the synthetic experiment 

Fig.5.6shows that the norm of Biplanar Disparity D. could be affected to a 

significant extent by the brightest point determination uncertainty, and to a less 

extent by the tilting of the wafer. Future work will address how these could be 

alleviated. However, we must point out that, if higher image resolution could be 
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adopted, the sensitivity of D to the above could be much reduced. The following 

figure shows that if the image resolution is increased to 1000*1000[49], the effect 

of the above to the norm of D is minimal. 

jj Q̂-J norm of 0 matrix 
10| 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

B- ^ -

： 
J I I I I 1 1 1  dm 0.03 0.04 0.0S o.oe o.oz o.oe 0.09 0.1 mm 

Figure 6.1: Norm of D in the presence of image resolution error, brightest point 

determination uncertainty, bump position variation uncertainty, and wafer-

tilting transformation, under a higher image resolution 1000 X 1000 

6.3.2 About the real image experiment 

Firstly, in the side images of the bumps, there is some shadow which can not 

be eliminated now. This will lead the whole system not totally automatically 

to find the correspondence points on the substrate. Further research should be 

done to tackle this problem, for hand-picking the patterns on the substrate to 

be the correspondence points will more or less induce some errors, thus make 

the result rough. Secondly coming, not only the norm of the Biplanar Disparity 

matrix D can give the information of the two planes, but also the orientation of 

the D vector[60] (to reshape the Biplanar Disparity matrix into a 9 by 1 vector) 

can indicate more on the relative position of the two planes. For example, the 
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tilting angle, or around which axis the planes tilt [50]. Future work should focus 

on this area, and make the result afford more details about the specimen wafer. 

After that, the angle between the two cameras in both the synthetic experiment 

and the real image experiment should not only as rough as 15 degree, but need 

some scientific research on the optimized angle. Finally, the whole inspection 

system needs to be improved into a totally automatical one, including the feed 

in system, the camera calibration process, the grabbing images system,and the 

inspection process. 
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